


































































































 

 

March 4, 2020 

 

Testimony to the City Council Committee on Public Safety 

Submitted by Turquoise Martin, Member of JustLeadershipUSA 

 

Dear Chair  Donovan Richards and Committee Members, 

 

Thank you for allowing the opportunity for public testimony today and your leadership on this 

issue. My name is Turquoise Martin and I am a member of JustLeadershipUSA,  as well as an 

undergrad student at Hunter College.  I want to highlight the opportunities New York City has, 

but is not currently taking, to immediately invest in the types of community resources that can 

create safety by strengthening and stabilizing communities. We can do this, even with cuts from 

the state, by beginning the long-overdue work of divesting from overfunded systems of law 

enforcement.  

Each budget cycle, New Yorkers passionately and articulately make the case for 

desperately-needed funding for housing, education, libraries, healthcare, youth programs and 

more. In each budget cycle, they walk away with only a fraction of what is needed. Every time 

that happens, gaping holes widen in our social safety net, and law enforcement agencies are once 

again relied upon to respond to challenges they will never be equipped to address - challenges of 

public health, poverty, and inequality.  

This is a choice, and our elected officials  have the power to make a different 

choice.  

Decades of mass criminalization have extracted vast resources from Black, Brown, and poor 

communities. We all want to live in strong, safe, healthy neighborhoods, and our communities 

have the solutions, but not the support. The #buildCOMMUNITIES platform, launched in 

January 2019 and updated this month, draws on the collective wisdom of over 40 organizations 

and more than 200 residents of communities most impacted by mass incarceration. The 

platform highlights areas of need, as well as many programs that are already working, but in dire 

need of greater investment. I’m pleased to share a copy of that platform with you today. 

 

One particular need that I want to highlight today is Community Programs and Services. 

Specifically the demands for investments to community-led centers, public libraries and 



organizations focused on social justice and activism. When I was younger, I was cared for by 

family members because my mother could not. My family cultivated my love for learning and 

reading. When I was 10 years old, my caretakers passed away and I was placed in foster care. I 

stayed with families who padlocked their fridges and their children would destroy the books I 

read. I found a safe haven at the Tremont Library on Washington Ave in the Bronx and I would 

stay there until closing. Although I faced challenges, programs in my community  balanced the 

scales. Today I am a CUNY undergrad studying Mandarin as a third language. My 15 year old 

son is a high school student with 12 college credits commutes from Lower Manhattan to 

campuses in Brooklyn and  also attends  The Brotherhood/Sister Sol Program in West Harlem 

and would undoubtedly benefit from extended hours on  his student metrocard or an unlimited 

student metrocard. We talk a lot about families but I also want to acknowledge the young people 

who may not  have families and would benefit from the support of such  programs and more 

spaces for mentoring,  positive encouragement and  the opportunity to build community they 

may otherwise not have.  

 

We know that your committee would probably like to fund all of  our needs. And that New York 

City is capable of doing so.  This year’s budget allocates over $14 billion dollars annually into the 

New York City Police Department, the Department of Corrections, the New York City 

Department of Probation, and District Attorneys. And last year the Department of Corrections 

could only account for overtime,  ScanTrons and more puppies for the K9 unit.  

We need you, to urge the Mayor to reinvest in the communities that need the investments the 

most and make our city  truly safer, fairer, and more progressive .  

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

 

Turquoise J. Martin 

JustLeadershipUSA 



My name is Darlene Jackson and I’m a member and supporter of the Close Rikers and Build 
Communities campaign.  
 
As the city begins the closure of Rikers Island and shifting to safer, smaller, and humane 
borough based facilities to reach NYC’s decarceration goals and a restorative approach. 
 
The culture of systemic violence as of result of poverty in this city needs to begin to shift and be 
treated as a public health crisis and not continue as a punitive system.  
 
We need our elected officials in city council to be bold and have the political courage to do the 
right thing and divest from the NYPD’s 5 billion budget and invest in communities of color 
impacted by mass incarceration - and drastically eliminate the number of arrests through 
preventative services.  
 
And we can do that by creating a just transition to union jobs that meets the needs of NYC. 
 
Ending our city’s culture of violence, begins with addressing the historic disinvestment of 
resources in our communities that fills our criminal justice system because of poverty, the worse 
form of violence. 
 
The city for far too long has relied on our jails to warehouse people experiencing homelessness, 
mental illness and substance use, and untreated trauma. These issues are intensified by 
placing the responsibility on law enforcement, an agency that is not equipped to deal with our 
public health crisis and its root causes, and are simply trained to ensure safety and security. 
They are not properly trained in trauma informed care that can support their own wellbeing as 
well. 
 
We have an opportunity now to reimagine what Public Safety means in New York City with a 
restorative justice lens that would allow everyone to live in dignity with their basic necessities 
met regardless of race, class and due process. 
 
I urge the city council to invest in the community resources laid out by the Build Communities 
platform, divest in law enforcement and invest in resources that would better serve public safety 
and health such as in school counselors, crisis intervention teams, crisis respite centers, 
affordable housing and affordable healthcare. 
 
It’s time we move away from living in a punitive state and truly create a pathway for New 
Yorkers thrive. 
 
 
 




















